NOTES:-
1. VALVE RATING: 6000 PSIG - CLASS 2500
2. HYDROTEST PRESSURE: 9000 PSIG
3. ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE
4. VALVE SHALL BE STAMPED WITH FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
   - ASHCROFT
   - 25V013VSSS86/A
   - MOC: 316/316L SS
   - NPT (F) X NPT(F)
   - T. PR. 9000 PSI @100° F
   - W. PR. 6000 PSI @100° F
   - H. CODE:
5. BLUE DUST CAP SHALL BE ON ISOLATION VALVE HANDLE
   RED DUST CAP SHALL BE ON DRAIN/VENT VALVE HANDLE,
   GREEN DUST CAP SHALL BE ON EQUALIZER VALVE HANDLE
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